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Clayton R.
Donor 09/30/2021

Jamie Joyce and Sharon Hammond remind me that anything is possible when drive and brilliance meets genuine goodness. Both are leaders of the Society Library and I have watched them come up from the ground floor of vision, up up up into the clouds of what they are doing now. Both are amazing in their own right - but combined, there is something magical there - genuine and good. Why donate to them? Because our futures depend on it. The Society Library does battle as a neutral good grappling in a world where common sense is uncommon and opinions are thought to be facts of one's own reality. The work of the Society Library is incredibly important and as we progress further into the 21st Century, I know that they will be one of the most important nonprofits of this Century. Their online debates on Climate Change, their work looking at how people base their decisions, and their level of command of their areas of expertise is unrivaled. I believe in them and so should you... in fact I urge you to support them. It may be the best decision us affluent ever make concerning our personal philanthropy.

Share this review: ✉️ Twitter Facebook Flag review ⚠️

Frazier Kirkman
Donor 09/21/2021

I love The Society Library. Their work is inspiring, their events are fun and mentally fulfilling, their team is great. I love their wearing the clothes I bought from their shop, making a stand for reason and bridge building.

Share this review: ✉️ Twitter Facebook Flag review ⚠️

KJL561
Volunteer 09/30/2021

The Society Library was the first nonprofit I found that dealt with the issues that have appeared during the age of information. They are genuine about their mission and I am proud to say I contributed my time to it.

Share this review: ✉️ Twitter Facebook Flag review ⚠️

Smache G.
General Member of the Public 09/22/2021

Amazing organization devoted to unbiased and accurate information accessibility, and I admire the passion behind the team!

Share this review: ✉️ Twitter Facebook Flag review ⚠️

Jenny J.
General Member of the Public 09/23/2021

I am so grateful for the amazing work that The Society Library is doing to create a future for all of us that is accessible for all of us. The integrity of their work and how they pursue their work is refreshing and powerful.

Share this review: ✉️ Twitter Facebook Flag review ⚠️

Garethy
General Member of the Public 10/03/2021

In an era where society is increasingly polarized and sensemaking is increasingly difficult, the Society Library is an essential service!

Share this review: ✉️ Twitter Facebook Flag review ⚠️

Tuttonjohn1883
Donor 09/22/2021

Where to even begin? The Society Library is more than just a collection of information. Its a collection of human experience. I couldn’t be more honored to be apart of their ever-growing achievements!

Share this review: ✉️ Twitter Facebook Flag review ⚠️